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each step a woman takes as divine and blessed
each woman’s life-purpose is forever in process ––
leading, directing & calling her toward her highest good.

As a woman writer, consider today the day you found the literary platform
you’ve been seeking –– one that has positioned itself for more than a
decade to embrace and uplift your feminine words of wisdom.
Celebrating twelve years of successful publishing “For Women by
Women,” Sibella Publications proudly publishes the real-to-life and
spiritual-path experiences of women around the world. Our circle of
editors diligently seek-out and find intuitively gifted, mature and wise
women who are ready and willing to share their feminine insights,
thoughts, and inner reflections with other seasoned women sojourners
on the path toward spiritual awakening, higher consciousness, and
personal healing.
We take great pride in expanding the reach of every woman’s Godinspired and heart-centered message of love and light to an avid reading
audience; anxious to read more about all things –– Spirit. Soul. Mind &
Body. Together, both of our digital online magazine publications showcase
the original written works of some 50 - 60 selected women writers from
around the globe.
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Each page inside our spirit-filled, woman-centric magazine publications
is designed to inspire, enliven and uplift the mindset of our awakened
reading, browsing and subscribed reading audience.
Presently, Sibella Publications proudly connects to some 70,000+ women
in readership. The average age of our readers (mainly women) ranges
between 35 - 65 years of age. We are a global publication with a wide
and outstretched monthly distribution. Reaching the hearts and minds of
women in the United States, Canada, Australia and Europe, these four
regions are where most of our writers, readers, and subscribers reside.

“More than ever before the voice of WOMAN must be heard”

Nothing real can be threatened.
Nothing unreal exists.
Herein lies the peace of God.
~ A Course in Miracles

INSIDE COVER STORY – In Her Own Words
Coloring Outside the Lines
By Kimberly Ross
When my youngest daughter Danni lost her life to a rare form of
lymphoma, my world collapsed. “I know Danni, I promise”, were
the words rolling around in my mind. Sitting on my deck, tears
cascading down my face, more tears than I thought possible for a
human to produce.
After she passed away, everything I believed came into question,
all of my choices, who I thought I was in the world.
Two years of care giving, endless nights without sleep, as I searched for solutions, hundreds
of hours of research into alternate therapies, had left me empty, lost, overweight and in a
state of declining health.
Danni was stunningly beautiful, headstrong, loyal to her choices and so brave. Deep inside
her she knew, even as she fought, that this was a battle that would not be won. As she
moved closer to her death, our small family banded together, and watched in awe, as she
poured wisdom, well beyond her years into the lives of all who spent time with her. There is
something so compelling, hauntingly real and stripped to the core that comes from the eyes
of a person who knows they are dying. There's an extra intelligence coming from somewhere
else. And when they give you an instruction about your own life – if you are wise, you listen.
“Mum, for God’s sake, take better care of yourself. You have so much to give the world – go
and live you life and be happy” This for me, was a potent clarion call to action, and a
promise made to her I knew I was bound to. I had given everything I had to Danni’s well
being, in fact my whole life to my family, other causes and people.
Whilst the lines within which I coloured my life, were full of precious moments, a daughter
and husband who loved and still needed me, Danni saw through me and knew I was
holding back. Inside the grief and loss another voice was straining to be heard. Like a
tiger, pacing in a cage insisting to be let free and a knowing that there was more yet to do
and give. Finding the courage and the strength to move forward when you are trying to
draw water from an empty well felt impossible, where to even start?
I knew for sure, that I had to start with my own health. In this age of modern wellness,
finding the right approach to feeling your best is often clouded with differing opinions and
unclear information. When I found my solution it was straight forward, one I could access
with ease and manage on a daily basis without adding stress. As I nourished my body, the
fog lifted and my energy started to return. A wonderful alchemy happened as the wisdom
of Danni, our journey together, my years of personal development and a deep and abiding
belief in the power and uniqueness of each human life melded together.
Health is the foundation for a magnificent life and our health exists physically, emotionally,
mentally, financially and spiritually. Each day we are given a blank piece of paper to colour
our life as we choose, we get to try again every day. it was a decision to honour the life of
my daughter by keeping my promise to her.
Life is messy, flawed and full of colour – and each day I move forward, one breath, one step
at a time, treasuring the gift that is life and honouring the gift that was Danni.

www.KimberlyRoss.co.nz
Auckland ––– NEW ZEALAND

A MESSAGE FROM OUR FOUNDER
SIBYL ENGLISH

Don’t you think it’ s time…
YOU FIND YOUR OWN WAY ?

Set Your Spirit Free
The essence of true happiness is not about worrying what
others think about you –– this type of thinking somehow cripples
a part of the soul. It’s more about forgiveness and making peace
with your past and yourself. It’s about saying yes to each
and every step of your feminine journey long enough
for life to enliven itself to you as a true friend.
And when you begin to laugh at the wind and dance with the sun,
then you’ll know you’re really on to something wonderful.
Take time out, as long as it takes, to learn who you are.
Discover what truly brings joy and fulfillment to your world.
Then walk that path in love and light at all costs –– no matter what.
For in doing so, you will have set your spirit free!

And with that being said . . .

Welcome to the insightfully written pages of

LUMINOUS WISDOM: SOPHIA
Keep in mind, our writers are from different countries around the world.
Hence, the spelling of various words inside each article are published ‘as is’ based
on that particular region. Example: Honor vs. Honour | Realize vs. Realise
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BEING CALLED TO HEAL
Resistance is Futile
By Suzanna Hatch
That which we resist persists. What we put push away amplifies because we give it our
attention and energy. It’s much easier to talk and think about what we don’t want than to
describe our desires and the life we want. Try it now and see how it feels to imagine a life with
everything you want. It’s likely going to be a bumpy ride. If we are completely honest with
ourselves, we will discover that we push against things because we are too scared or worried that things won’t work
out? We resist in some strange way to protect ourselves from disappointment and instead bring that disappointment
forwards feeling defeated now instead of directing our energy to what we desire. What you are resisting?
I was pushing away what I most wanted by focusing on what wouldn’t work out. A constant internal battle between
what I wanted and what I feared. It was exhausting me, and I was getting nowhere. I was digging a hole where I
couldn’t see a way out. We don’t need to know why we do something because that can lead us down a rabbit-hole of
focusing on everything we don’t like and experiences we’d rather not remember. What we do need to do is resolve
the feelings from the past and shift our focus. I got a coach to help me find my way out.
Coaching brought me back to my principles of Nurture, Grow, Flourish which reminded me to nurture myself. No
wonder I was spiraling down. I believe we need to nurture all aspects of ourselves mind, body and spirit in order to
have the capacity for growth and I wasn’t doing what I believed in the most. I was able to look at what I was doing
and then make a decision to do things that nurtured me. That for me was stopping working at a reasonable time,
taking time to prepare beautiful colorful and nourishing food, listening to my morning and evening mediations and
watching some funny movies. It wasn’t until I watched a really nice movie that I realized I haven’t smiled for a while.
No wonder I wasn’t flourishing.
Feelings are our clue and the key. When we start to feel good, we create the capacity to change our circumstances.
Life is about feeling good no matter what is going on just for the sake of feeling good. Sometimes we put too much
pressure on ourselves to live an exceptional life instead of just being. I regularly remind myself that my Soul can’t
taste chocolate so living this life is good and that is enough for now. Taking care of myself, nurturing all parts of me,
was setting me on a path of feeling happy. I’m not going to beat myself up for not being perfect and instead I start
fresh each day making peace with what is. Now instead of resisting I look for something to feel good about first and
then take the action.

www.soulbusinessacademy.com.au
Canberra ––– AUSTRALIA

An invisible red thread
connects those who are
destined to meet,
regardless of time,
place, or circumstance.
The thread may stretch or
tangle, but will never break.
~ Chinese Proverb

SibellaPublications.com

LIFE IS AN INSIDE JOB
Remembering to Forget
By Dee Murray
I keep forgetting what I know. What I’ve suspected for a very long time and have known for quite
a while now. I can create my future to be the way I choose for it to be if I stop creating my future
from my past! If I stop running ingrained, old programmes telling me that certain things are just
not available to people like me. If I stop holding on to the belief that people from my family,
town, my country even, don’t get to have certain experiences, and certainly it can’t be easy. And if
I do get it, it must be hard, I must suffer for it and I must never feel as though I deserve it!
Happiness. A day without friction. Stability. A lessening of fear. I keep forgetting that it’s all in my head, and I can stop
creating my today based on what I learned about how life works during my yesterdays. Often, when I ask the internal
parts of me what age they think I am the answer is between 2-13 years old. Those lost parts didn’t get to grow up and
are stuck, forever thinking some action I want to take is not safe. Stuck believing it’s not OK for me to want it because,
for whatever reason, it wasn’t then.
The deeper understanding, I keep misplacing, is knowing that I have the power to heal those parts of me that are mired in
the past playing the same old song, feeling the same old feelings, creating the same old personality. I can choose every
night before I go to sleep and every morning when I wake up to be the change I want to see in my life. I can decide that I
am allowed, it is available to me, and if it's been done by one person it can be done by many, including me. Including you.
We can all run our version of Roger Bannister’s 4-minute mile. If you had asked me this time last year if I’d be
writing articles for a magazine I’d have laughed but, I forgot for a bit that I couldn't do it. I forgot that I'm neither
allowed nor clever enough, that I’m not a writer! I remembered to forget that old song and found myself saying
'sure, I'd like to do that'.
How did I forget? I chose my wellbeing and that which fills me up. I chose my happiness. Every night and every morning
and throughout the day I chose me. You can too. Choose you, every single moment you remember, and the rest will
follow. It must. You create it all. Just before you go to sleep at night ask yourself 'what’s the first thing I want to feel when
I wake up in the morning?' Then say to yourself ‘when I wake up I want to feel loved, peaceful, energised’. Use your own
words. Breathe that desire deep into your heart and slumber, knowing you remembered to choose you.

www.deemurraytherapies.co.uk
Scotland –– UNITED KINGDOM
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EVOLVING INTO YOUR AGELESS BRAIN
The Incredible Power of Neuroplasticity
By Patricia Faust
Talking to people who only believe what they can see, taste, touch and feel can be very
overwhelming.
Because they don’t understand scientific research, they tend to deny the
outcomes of this research. They want to believe what they understand even if it is completely
false. So how can you get someone to understand that their brain is magnificent, and they can
actually change their brain?
The fear of getting Alzheimer’s disease or losing memories ranks higher than the fear of getting cancer. No survivors,
no successful treatment protocols and nothing showing promise of success in the near future has everyone panicking.
Denial that this might be a possibility in someone’s life remains strong. Denial is a huge barrier to overcome. I usually
start my presentations and discussions with a study rooted in science. It has come to my attention that most people
don’t really ‘hear’ those outcomes. So I now start with a story – something that everyone can relate to.
Neuroplasticity is the ability of our brain to change and adapt to our environment – good or bad. Neurogenesis is the
growth of new brain cells. This is how we start to replace the brain mass that we are losing as we get older. We have
the capacity to create a healthy, resilient brain through neuroplasticity and neurogenesis. Our brain does not know how
old we are. If our life is toxic, meaning full of chronic stress and bad lifestyle habits, our brain will age faster by losing
neurons and neural pathways. We put ourselves at a high risk of developing dementia. But, if we lead a healthy
lifestyle in a novel and complex environment we continue to grow new neurons and neural pathways leading to a
younger, high functioning brain. We can create an ageless brain!
In order to demonstrate how our brain works, I relate my experience in going back to school. I started my journey
through graduate school when I was fifty years old. Now mind you, my classmates were twenty-five years old. They
were at their cognitive peak and I was at my first acceleration point of cognitive decline. At this point my brain was
working a lot slower – known as speed of processing – than when I was twenty-five. The first two weeks of school left
me in a daze. I felt like a ‘deer in headlights’. When the professor was asking a questions my classmates were
answering far before I even figured out what the question was. I truly questioned my decision to pursue this degree.
This was a novel and complex environment and even though I didn’t understand at the time, my brain was changing at a
rapid pace. My brain didn’t know I was in my fifties! I excelled in school. It was one of the most challenging and highly
satisfying times of my life. Later I learned that anyone is capable of changing their brain. This is what I do – I challenge
others to evolve into their ageless brain.

www.myboomerbrain.com
Indiana –– USA
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YOUR LIFE IN BALANCE
Is Your Self-care Stressful?
By Jane Durston
I’m sure you’ve heard of the stress response, how our body reacts when we were being chased
feeling we were going to be eaten. Our heart speeded up as did our breathing, digestion shuts
down, immune system is suppressed as well as other effects. Stress now comes from our everyday
lives, finances, relationships, environment, health worries, work, life purpose, family. You can
probably add a couple more on there of your own!
To cope with it all and relive that stress you probably have an extensive self-care regime. You eat well, lots of fruit and
vegetables, you may even be vegetarian or vegan. You exercise, lots of aerobic exercise even high intensity workouts,
good for the heart. You sleep well and have chill time. You may even have a way to manage your self-care, slots built into
your daily routine, even apps on your phone to help you remember when to do what. When to drink water, that you must
run faster to get your heart rate up. Your Fitbit tells you whether you are sleeping enough and if it’s the right sort of sleep.
Does it all feel okay? I mean, do you feel good about this. We all try and manage our time to look after ourselves but are
we adding to our stress by making it all so regimented.
Stress is part of our daily lives but in our drive to make ourselves healthier and fitter, to put ourselves first like we’ve been
told we should do are we just adding to our stress? Our self-care regimes are becoming just one more thing we must do,
one more thing that we push ourselves to do. It’s just been added to our extensive list of things to do rather than a
cherished activity to refresh our body and more importantly our mind. Self-care used to be slow, calm activities that gave
our mind time to chill, to calm itself and recover from the stress response. Now they are often high intensity, rushed and
having to fit into a schedule.
So, what is the better course of action? I feel we need to get back to what feels good for us not what we are being told to
do. Tune into our body and mind and feel what it needs. Ditch all the apps and gadgets that say you should be doing this
or that or more. Become mindful about our body and mind. Often, we focus so much on the body that the mind gets a bit
neglecting. It craves quiet time so give it that. Spend time sitting on a beach or in a garden and just sit there. Go back to
quiet activities.
We’ve been told that it’s all down to time management, but can we really manage time? I leave you with a quote from
Steve Cove, “Time will go by whether you control, it or not, you can manage yourself and your energy”

www.yourlifebalancedoctor.com
Alderney ––– UNITED KINGDOM
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THE CREATIVE POWER WITHIN
You Do Matter
By Bonnie Vincent
At the end of life what really matters is what we built along the way. So much can be done in a
lifetime, yet many choose to stay right where they are because it is comfortable. They believe
what they do really won't matter anyway. So, what if you woke up one morning and realized you
do matter. What would you do, where would you go, who would you meet? We often spend a lot
of time dreaming of the life we would love to live but never put it into action.
Why? Because we don't think what we do will really matter anyway. All these “why”questions will run through your
head. Why should I spend all this time trying do build something if it really won't matter. Why would anyone take the
time to hear what I have to say? Why should I take the time to teach, to present all that I know and only have a few
people show up?
When I started my business I wanted to share with the world what it is that I had to offer. I planned, prepared,
advertised, invited and envisioned having this huge crowd. I spent countless hours preparing this great presentation
and was so excited! Then the moment came and only a few people showed up. So I picked myself back up and did it
again and again and still only a handful of people. I began to think I didn't really matter.
What I realize now that I didn't then, was that it wasn't about how many people showed up it was who showed up! When
I changed my perception of how I saw things, my world around me began to change. Don't let the perception of what is
control what could be. Use your imagination to create the life you want. We are all born with infinite intelligence, access
it and you will begin to see. No matter how big or how small, own it!
My greatest moments are when a client comes to see me in tears and when they leave, I receive the biggest heart felt
hug and are told, “you have no idea what you just did for me”. Those tears, are now tears of joy! It's those moments that
confirm to me that what I do does matter.
What ever it is that you choose to do in life, follow through with it. Don't ever give up and think it doesn't matter. Let
your voice be heard and own it. If everyone in the world could make a positive difference to one person, just think of
the ripple effects. It is not about how many people you see or you present in front of, it's the one persons life that you
impacted along the way that really matters. That one person could possibly open the doors for countless others.

www.rediscoveryourselfint.com
Wisconsin –– USA
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From the root resting deep
within the soil, to the seat of
the sacral soul, the river of
Wisdom flows onward when
the beat of the heart opens
the voice of throat and
tongue; and the breath
of OM yields an aroma
of fresh lavender
to the third eye –
thereby, breaking through
the mental gates that
lead to inner realms of
higher consciousness.
Wearing a crown of
Wisdom, the colors of
the rainbow are likened
unto the energies
of the 7 Chakras.
And so we continue
to breathe in Oneness
and Love until it
is so for all.
~ Sibyl English

FINDING YOUR PEACE PURPOSE AND PASSION
Knowing Our Female Factor
By Maria McGrath
Understanding our unique female design, our intricate and innate differences, how our mind,
body, hormones and emotions work, is essential to our emotional and mental health! What
struggle to understand, and the reason why we are stressed out and overwhelmed, constantly
feeling like we are failing & ‘not good enough’, is that we are working against our female design,
trying to be something we are not, and using the wrong software, tools/programs for our hardware (brain & body).
So many women are stuck, living in a place of confusion, fear, scarcity & inequality, and feeling guilty for just about
everything! This is not how we were meant to live! We were born to be whole and complete, to live with peace, joy
and contentment in our heart. So, to be able to get back to that feeling, to heal our emotional health, release our past
hurts, and stop the constant negative mind chatter, and create lasting change in our lives, we need to know and
understand ourselves!
It’s not about comparing & competing, it’s about knowing we are different, it’s about BEING who we are. Just as the
sun and the moon are both of equal importance, both needed for our existence, having specific and important
purpose, neither one being better than the other, same is true for males and females, both created to be different!
We are born with a uterus, determining the programs that come pre-installed in our hardware. We have a monthly
cycle, countless hormones released every day of every week, every month, and have the software/program to grow
life inside of us! This is our natural female design! Our body, brain, hormones, and emotions are all uniquely female,
and they are all connected, we are one whole being, with a totally different ‘hardware’, running different programs to
the ‘male design’.
99% of current programs and processes, what we are taught in schools, books, personal development, modalities &
therapies have been designed by the male brain, and although males want to help us, their tools/programs are just
not compatible!
Therefore, to live our best life, be true to ourselves, reach our peak potential, and feel whole and complete, so we
can live fully, and attain emotional freedom, we need tools/processes and therapies, that have been designed by a
woman for our female design.
To live with peace, joy, confidence and clarity, we need to know who we are, and understand how we are different.
We need the right education, knowledge, and learnings to heal our heart, mind and soul of all ancestral trauma and
suppression, to reconnect to our intuition and soul, our source for Self-love and self-worth, to live in harmony and
abundance. Then share your joy and wisdom to create better understanding, communication, and relationships!
Live fully in alignment with the physical and
spiritual being that you are! Reconnect to your
source and master your souls’ lessons with
Creatrix®, the innovative and revolutionary
epigenetic therapy for women!

www.restorebalanceandharmony.com
New South Wales –– AUSTRALIA

Words & Wisdom from the Founder of
SIBELLA PUBLICATIONS
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WOMAN AWAKENING TO HER MOMENT IN TIME
And so we choose to see with eyes of enlightenment instead
of anger and hear with ears laced with fierceness instead of fear.
Every single day as women, more and more, we know how important
it is that we awaken and remember the power and voice of our heart.
Moving forward, we must speak from the clarity of our souls, and walk in kind
with those that choose peace, love, and light. Darkness is no longer
a thread inside the memory of our collective point of view. And so it is.
~ Sibyl English

IT’S MY TURN NOW
It's Time to Step Out!
By Susan L. Axelrod
Is it time for me to do this? Isn’t it too late, at the older side of middle-age, to step out into the
spotlight? Or, is now the exact time? Exactly the time for me, for my family, for those who would
hear me and for our world? Is it your time, too?
Every step I have taken has led me to this time, this moment. And you, every step you have taken
has brought you exactly here. How does one do it? Step into the biggest moment of your life? I say ‘life,’ not ‘business’
because the world I have created for myself is integrated. Life, work, play; play, work, life-it is all in a day for me. When
better, then? When calm integration has sunk in, when purpose and focus mesh; when the very spirits themselves
whisper into my ear: “I speak through you.” It is time to step out, out of the comfort zone, out of the space of least
resistance.
Into what? Into community? Into the world? The sky? No, it’s the ether. It’s the ether; the atmosphere, the very air we
breathe. When you find your clearest breath, it goes all the way down to your toes, it shoots down further anchoring in
the earth, firmly planted-implanted really-to ground you as you step out. What is the expression? ‘Leap and the net shall
appear’? Yes! It feels like stepping out onto the air and believing, knowing that the earth will rise to meet your foot.
There is no alternative, you must step out, mindset transformed!
You tried staying in, staying in your small, cramped space; the Yearning crouched down deep inside you, hidden from
the light. But she grew impatient, she kept trying to stretch and felt the bubble keeping her encased. She sat back and
thought, “Maybe my place is here, maybe I should stay quiet here.” But no! No, she threw up her arms, she stretched
more and more, as far out as she could and she broke through the bubble. No longer encased, she rose floating up and
out, gasping for air. Free, mindset transformed, life forever changed. It is time to Step Out.
She is you; you are now, it is time. Time to step out. It is her time, it is your time, it is our time. The world needs each of
us to find our voice, to allow our deepest Yearning to break free and make the impact we are destined to make with the
Divine gifts given us. Is there anything else? Could there be anything else? Yes, there could be silence, suffering,
yearning deep within; there could be life mildly lived, joy diminished, love scorned.
Or, there could be ecstasy! A clear breath, an easy mind, a joy-filled state of being and soul-connection with those in
the orbit around you. Choose this. Step out.

www.whatwillyourlegacybe.com
New York –– USA
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Ignite your light...
… and create the life you want to live.
bringing health and wellbeing to your body,
mind, soul and spirit.

Creative Mystic, Spiritual Mentor and Life Coach

“I feel stuck, tired, lost and like I don’t belong.”
“I keep procrastinating and have no motivation and drive.”
“I have no real purpose or direction in life and don’t know who to talk to.”

Does any of this sound familiar to you?
Now just imagine:
~ You are buzzing with excitement and joy because you are truly
aligned with your strengths, gifts, values, needs and highest desires.
~ You are waking up to new insights and appreciation of who you really are.
~ You are empowered with a new sense of direction and purpose
and energized to pursue your goals.
“Whether you join me in one of my life altering retreats on the beautiful island
of Mallorca, or decide to work with me as a Coach and Mentor, my goal is always
to help you transform your life. And guide you to create a more conscious, healthy
and awakened lifestyle. One that is aligned with who you truly are. I see you. All of you …”

www.daniella-s.com
More information on
www.daniella-s.com

CHANGING MY RELIGION
Happiness In Your Own Skin
By Jacqui Ray
I had a dream and that dream was to live as fertile as I could. That did not mean being a
virgin of sorts but to live my life as practical as can be. Seeing what was out there was
intimidating but also a point of civilization where one’s own skin could be shed. It was
letting myself be known and allowing a heart to be heard, sorting out one’s troubles was
needed. This was also a point in my life where I was not in touch with my brother. This was due to a number of
factors, but I had to let that go. I had to stand up and allow my past to be left alone.
This was troubling for a number of years but allowing the past to be recognized was more important than
belittling what happened. Blaming one person for a communication breakdown has no point. Allowing each side
to be heard is an important step, the main thing is having time to reflect on your own behavior. This is what
caused an upheaval and allowed the sarcasm and vitriol to come out. We were not there to hear him; we were
not there to let the unspoken words be heard. We had to allow the universe to bring what was needed out in the
open. There are times where I wanted that family bonding to never leave my side. Blood relatives are important
but knowing when it is not compatible, why choose the bond.
Living in one’s pockets and not cherishing the moments is not what I wanted. Having space from family can make
you stronger, it can make times where you did not want to be there an important factor. Allowing time and space
to evolve brings out another chapter where the unknown is present. That did not mean that I did not love him, it
meant that the past held deep resentment that could not be resolved and allowing for that was a factor for
myself to see. Every family has issues, every family wants to look perfect. Smiling for the cameras and allowing
the happiness to repulse at any moment, when the unpleasantries were being flung around for all to see.
Holding on to resentment and ties is not the most important thing. It is allowing the family member to flourish at
their own time to own their own saviour when needed, to hold their heads up when the time is right. Sending
love to that person will always be something I will take to my grave, allowing the signals of ones thought process
to be altered will never happen. Dreaming is important and being is more important in the journeys of life,
allowing the aeration of time to manifest is when the soul will be relinquished from the suffering of one’s
journey. I hold a deep bond for happiness and joy to fill my brother but allowing the sense of freedom in his life
now is where he needs to be.

www.growthhealing.com.au
Victoria –– AUSTRALIA

Meaning of Dragonfly
What does it mean if a dragonfly spirit
shows up in your life?
Happiness, Speed, and Purity.
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LOVE & GRATITUDE CHANGE THE WORLD
It is Always A Good Day!
By Kris Francoeur
Every day is a good day when you look at it the right way. Each morning we awake, and have a
choice to make. Are we going to start the day on a negative note? That irritating meeting the day
before? Is is going to impact your new day? Instead, be thankful for having a job. Health issues?
If you are still breathing and moving, it is still a good day. Each day we each decide whether to
find the light, the joy, the happiness, or instead, to find the negative.
Each day, make it a priority to find the positive. One way is to give thanks, out loud or in writing. You can give thanks for
big things, such as a publishing contract or a friend getting a promotion. Or you can give thanks for much smaller
things, such as finding a parking space in a busy parking lot. You can give thanks for experiences, like I did for the best
chocolate brownie of my life. It can be for moments of joy, such as our grandson making us laugh. It may be giving
thanks for those quiet moments sitting with someone you love. No matter what, there is something we can all be
thankful for, and for which we can express our gratitude. In doing so we are choosing that today is a good day.
The thing about practicing conscious and deliberate gratitude is that it is good for you. It is good for the brain and total
health. The positive impact of gratitude on mental health is being proven over and over. Recent articles have shown it
lowers blood pressure, and reduces depression! For me, it helps improve my mood, helps me be less reactive, and
makes me kinder and gentler.
My gratitude seems to be good for others, too. As I have said, I either state my gratitude out loud, or write it down and
share it online. The act of making noise in sharing it, or posting it for everyone to see, gives it the reverence it deserves.
As I share my thanks, others respond. They respond with their own messages of gratitude. They talk about how it has
helped change their thinking to a more positive place. In the grocery store, I get stopped, people thanking me for
thanking them! Those interactions lead to warm conversations, hugs and smiles.
It makes me think about how we all can do our part to bring hope, joy and love to others. If we each make the decision
that today is a good day, and act that way, we bring hope to others. If we share the good with others, thanking them,
recognizing the love in our lives, others respond in kind. One interaction, one expression of gratitude at a time, we can
change the world. So tomorrow, get up with the mindset of the day being a good one, and see what happens!

www.authorkfrancoeur.com
Vermont –– USA

AWARENESS & REFLECTION IS POWER
Living Moderation and Loving Balance
By Alexandra Browne-Hill
Most of us are aware of the concept that everything works better when in balance. Do whatever
you like in moderation they say. This is good advice. Do you follow it or do you harbour a quiet,
uncertain little voice that asks you how much is too little or too much? Do you get stuck choosing
between a glass of wine or a bottle of wine? A healthy wander of a hundred meters or
overshooting with a run of fifteen kilometres? One chocolate or a box? A quick nap or a three day couch potato stopover?
Well, how much is too much? Do you procrastinate uncertain or jump in and over-do things? Sadly, we often witness the
disconnection between people as they sit in a semi-togetherness on mobile phones, each off in their own worlds and no
real connection between themselves. How much phone time is too much?
If you ever feel lost within this dynamic of imbalance, it is understandable and easy to follow social trends. However the
question arises about how helpful this unclear boundary is to yourself. Since each of us are individuals with different
stories, pasts and needs, it could be useful to take a minute and consider what ways we unwittingly under or overshoot
while navigating our busy world. To gain insight of our own needs, we can easily choose to stop and consider what we
would like to achieve. Then list what could be pulled into line to support our healthiest, happiest outcome. This is
strengthened when using our naturally given internal intuitive gut feeling of truth.
It is winter where I am and my weight creeps up. I seek extra warm foods and a sugar cuddle. My body has always heartily
objected just before I hit an unhealthy crises point and it currently screams at me. Yesterday I was gifted with sweets and I
wanted them. Really wanted them! My gut lurched with warning as I stuffed in a handful without measure and ate them.
Later, feeling a bit regretful, my Knowingness raised an eyebrow and I sighed with resignation. Then I made a decision. I
would eat sweets no more. The curse of sugar addition is upon me and I need to respond with courage! Lovingly, I turned
the battle into a companionable solution. The new direction would be not sweets but fresh sweet fruit. I can instinctively
feel the line I need to draw in the sand and know what to do with it if this weight is to lessen by summer.
This same principle applies to everything and comes back to your choice of decision. Do you accept feeling drunk, sugar
filled, non-productive or disconnected from those loved ones around you? If you do then carry on. No expectations from
me. If you don’t, then I fully recommend a review and a fresh plan. One that suits you to a tee. Maybe one glass with one
chocolate, a little nap and hug. Sounds good to me!

www.alexandrabrownehill.com.au
Victoria –– AUSTRALIA

Believe.
Visualize the full abundance
of your best life.
Never, ever let that vision go!
Then watch it come to pass ––
Day after day.
Year after year.
Have faith,
and it will come.
Have patience,
and it will come.
Work for it,
and it will come.
Believe.
Receive.
Rejoice!
~ Sibyl English
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MAKE FRIENDS WITH POWER
The Blessings of Resistance
By Linda Kaun
Resistance. I’m curious how resistance plays out in my own growth. I looked up the word, resist,
in the dictionary and was surprised to see one part of the definition: “a protective coating of a
resistant substance, applied extrasensory perception to parts of a fabric that are not to take dye.”
The thing is, for thirty years that’s what I did. As a batik artist, I applied hot melted wax to fabric to resist the subsequent
dye baths. The dyed cloth got another round of wax, holding the color underneath, and layer by layer, gradually created
the image I had in mind. It’s a deeply mysterious process. I never knew the final outcome until I boiled off all the wax at
the end. I continued reading; “stop the course or progress of; prevent from reaching, penetrating, etc.” I suddenly feel
my ego’s desire to give me a “protective coating of a resistant substance” to “stop the progress” of my inquiry into
painful parts of myself. It wants to “prevent me from penetrating” the illusion that I’m somehow not ok, not enough. I
know now that it’s only doing its job.
But for many years I was wrapped up in the other definitions of the word resist: “abstain from (pleasure, temptation,
etc.)”; “strive against, try to impede, refuse to comply with.” Other words come to mind: reject, dismiss; repel, oppose,
struggle against, block, obstruct, restrain, control. Just reading those words feels heavy. I needed a whole lot of energy
to keep struggling against whatever was trying to break through that “protective coating”. Even though I said what I
resist in the outside world is actually parts of myself, I didn’t truly believe it.
These days my aim is to lean in whenever I feel resistance. It’s not always easy. Still, I know whatever is behind my
resistance has some juicy learnings for me. They might not be pain-free. But they open me up to the depths of my soul
and who I’m meant to be in this lifetime.
Now I’m leaning into a shift around who I’m meant to serve as a coach. I thought it was creative women who’d followed
a spiritual path, focused on their identity as a woman, like me. But that’s not who’s showing up. The women ready to
hear my message are the high-achievers with a strong masculine side who want a new relationship with it.
I resisted. My ego’s protective coating tried to give me many reasons why this woman wouldn’t want to work with me.
When I listened deeply, I discovered I was the one who was judging my own life’s path as less than hers. I’d followed my
own heart and lived an artist’s life. While it was amazing, I didn’t accomplish traditional success in the outside world and
held that against me. Opening to the blessings in resistance, I can love my own journey as uniquely my own. And accept
and honor who she is as well.
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Woman in

Blue Flame

Written by Sibyl English

For who among us dare to say or think
we know what measure of pain or shame
the woman in blue (is it you?),
was feeling when she so falsely chose
to drape herself in sackcloth; hiding her
innocence and beauty from the world.
Or within what chamber or phase of life
the woman in blue (is it you?),
was experiencing so much isolation
that she fell to her knees and prayed;
the pain ripping her faith from her soul,
her heart breaking into tiny pieces.
Drawn to tears in defeat, in due season,
like a phoenix she rose to touch the heavens.
Embedded inside the wings of a piercing
blue flame her soul was touched, and
made whole by the Divine.
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BE POWER! TRUE POWER.
The Be, Do, Have Paradigm
By Runa Bouius
After selling my businesses in Iceland and moving my family to America in the late nineties, I
settled into my new life in Santa Fe, New Mexico, and took up skiing. On many occasions, I sat
next to a stranger in the ski lift at Santa Fe’s Sangre de Cristo Mountains’ ski resort and be asked
the question, “So, what do you do?” All my life, I had been doing something. For the previous
twenty years, I would have answered the question by, “I am a CEO.” However, that was no longer the case, and I found
myself saying “I am learning to balance my ‘being-ness’ with my ‘doing-ness.’”
I said those words because -- as I had discovered to my horror while still living in Iceland and running my businesses -- I
was a workaholic! I felt I had become a slave to the habit of doing -- a robot on automatic -- programmed to do, do, do,
produce, produce, produce, to have, have, have. Have a tangible outcome -- product, service, budget, marketing plan,
business growth, and so forth. I was an entrepreneur, and building businesses takes constant time and effort to succeed -or so I thought -- like so many entrepreneurs who have burned out from becoming slaves to their doing-ness.
As I started on my healing journey to eradicate the workaholism (my Warrior path towards wholeness), I quickly learned
that I had the creative process of the Universe -- that which is needed to build a successful business, or create anything
else for that matter -- up-side-down and backwards! Most people in most cultures believe that we first have to “have”
something -- time, money, love, confidence, influence -- in order to “do” something -- write that book, take that trip to
Iceland, start that business, jump into politics, or whatever the vision is. And then, and only then, the belief tells us, can we
be happy, loving, creative, joyous, and abundant. But guess what? Having-ness doesn’t create being-ness. Have you heard
of the rich and famous who seem to have it all but are still
miserable and disconnected from their being-ness? They are
following the “Have-Do-Be” paradigm that doesn't result in
fulfillment or personal sustainability.
What I have learned is that instead of working against the
creative power of the Universe -- pushing, efforting, striving,
forcing… I can choose -- yes, consciously choose -- to enter into
the flow of the creative principle -- the “Be-Do-Have” process -with the knowing that whatever I want is already available within
me. I just have to believe that and trust it, and allow it to emerge
easily, gracefully, and as if by magic.
What I have struggled with is to accepting and trusting that my
Being can be valued in a culture that is all about tangible results.
I have had to replace the limited belief that my Being isn’t
enough, with Knowing that my pure Being is, simply, the most
precious gift I can offer the world. I have learned that my Being -my presence -- is my power — my TRUE Power.

www.TruePowerInstitute.com
California –– USA

THE POWER OF TRUTH AND INTENTION
The Frequency of Loving Intentions
By Joan Huggins
Every day we constantly make decisions about how we think, speak, act and react. No one else
can make these decisions for us, the onus is on us how we choose to treat ourselves and others
and our choices will be reflected in our behavior. When considering this it becomes obvious how
truly powerful we are. We decide to be happy or sad, whether to forgive or be angry, to feel
compassion or be judgmental, to show someone love or show them contempt. The choice is always ours and it affects
everyone around us. With great power comes great responsibility!
In my opinion, our intention is one of the most powerful tools we have as human beings. We can choose positive or
negative intentions with every thought and action we make. We have the power to brighten someone’s day with a smile
or dampen their day with a frown. When you choose to connect to the power of positive intention, you instantly radiate
at a higher frequency and affect your environment in a positive manner. You create beautiful ripples of pure love which
flow into the energy field of everything and everyone you meet. This is the frequency of Love.
When we choose loving thoughts, this automatically leads to loving words and loving actions. It all sounds so simple
and fabulous. Why don’t we choose loving thoughts every moment of every day? Because we are energetic beings who
absorb the energy of our environment and nobody experiences a perfect life where love is the only frequency
encountered. From our childhood we learn fear, criticism, sadness, judgment and other low vibration emotions. We
cannot be expected to live fully in the light every moment of our lives. It is inevitable we will encounter moments of
darkness, when we are challenged by others who may have negative intentions towards us, or we may feel low and find
it difficult to connect to the loving frequency we desire. We are human after all. The good news is we have the
opportunity to revisit those difficult moments, to understand the “why” of our experience and readjust our intention or
reaction for a more positive outcome. It is never too late to adjust the energy of the past, present or future.
I have trouble connecting to loving vibrations during times of illness, exhaustion, grief or confrontation with challenging
people. These experiences lower my vibration and make it difficult for me to thrive in the raised frequency of love. This
is when I remind myself it is fine to sit in darkness for a while, to acknowledge my human pain and allow myself to
experience the array of emotions brought forth. When I tire of the dark, I return to the present moment and
acknowledge the many blessings in my life. I remember the countless loving intentions I have offered to the world. I
choose loving intentions most of the time. I choose to smile more than I frown and that’s all the evidence I need.

www.thesoulscientist.com.au
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JOURNEY FROM LOVE TO LLOVE
The Love You're Looking For
By Sonia Bailey
We all want love; it’s what fulfils and sustains us. I’ve had interesting discussions with friends
this past month about Love/Llove - the difference between Passionate Love and Unconditional
Llove. They’re two very different energies, desires and intent. Passionate love; there’s a fire
between you and another and what most are searching for in intimate relationships – it comes
and goes, burns bright or goes out altogether. Yet Unconditional/Sacred/Divine Llove, the power and substance of our
existence – is eternal, everlasting and cannot be destroyed.
Llove has no boundaries or limitations, is all-encompassing; unable to be defined in its entirety. Yet how can we move
beyond the currently defined ‘love’ that limits us and brings us misery and heart-ache, unable to accept responsibility
for all we experience; unable to Llove one another? What’s missing? Have you ever wondered if the ‘love’ you’re
searching for is the right path? How can we feel an all-encompassing Llove, when we cannot Llove ourselves
unconditionally and in totality?
Our Divine Selves are urging us to discover our own Divine nature, it’s the Llove we’re looking for, yet we need to step
upwards and broaden our perspectives of ‘love’ so we may begin to live it as Llove across the globe, exemplifying
Unity. We’re responsible for our own energies and it’s up to us to activate/cultivate Llove within ourselves and
experiences. One day everyone will ‘Be Llove’; Divine Beings are leading by example remaining completely aligned
with Llove, yet we must choose to be the example for all others that follow us.
We may begin a relationship ‘in love’, yet it’s ‘Llove’ that needs to fill the fissures for eternity. We transform with Llove,
yet there are residues of energy left over from every relationship and person we’ve ever interacted with; residues of
both Llove and knot-Llove (distorted energy connections) left behind that leaves its mark. Right now we’re in the middle
of a giant energetic ‘clean- up’, and everyone we interact with is helping us on this journey towards greater Llove; in
some cases it’s a struggle, yet our Souls know what’s stored within us and knows the best way for us to move towards
greater Llove.
The best outcome with every relationship (personal or otherwise) is to leave ‘nothing but Llove’ behind; no residue
energy of knot-Llove remaining. There’re so many people ending/avoiding relationships yet it’s important to ensure
you’ve finalised all karma; dissolved all threads of not-Llove, filling yourself with Llove.
Some questions to ask yourself honestly (take the time to consider and perhaps write down the questions/answers to
give you clarity): ‘How much Llove do I hold within myself, for myself?’ (Do you revere yourself? Let your experiences
help you; let others be your mirror, this helps to understand your unconscious energy patterns); ‘What ‘love’ do I
desire?’ (Where are you focused; on love or Llove, or all?), and, ‘What ‘love’ am I committed to sharing with the world?’
If you’re stuck, remember: for any question/when in
doubt, Llove is always the answer.
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The
Universe
is waiting
for you to

shakti-holistic-healing.com

surrender
yourself
to Life –
thereby
allowing

www.Co-CreationalSelf-Healing.com

Life
to give
to you
abundantly!
~ Sibyl English
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LETTING IT BE
Being the Whole
By Lisa Templeton
Reflecting within, I sense my light and all the shadows it casts. These shadows cannot exist
without light and sometimes it appears that the lighter the light, the darker the dark. This
paradigm exists within us all. I believe that our purpose is about understanding how to stand
in both the darkness and the light that is within. Each side needs each other to be whole.
Many of my greatest difficulties in life have led to the most profound guidance and growth. I have struggled with
infertility, finishing my education and obtaining my PhD, running a business, as well as pain and loss throughout life.
Yet, through these dark times, I have found more light within myself.
Once I began to notice and shine my light, I inevitably saw more shadows. To observe this dark place felt foreign and
uncomfortable. It was full of negative emotions. Yet, as I have continued to lean into the dark, I build more tolerance,
compassion, and understanding of it. At times, I can feel greedy or be isolative and not want to interact with others.
I have noticed thoughts comparing myself in negative ways with others or speaking negatively to myself. From anger
to jealousy, my shadow is always there. Yet, this is the shadow of us all. This is part of our humanness that most don’t
realize is shared by so many others.
As I work to integrate my light and dark, I have learned how they really complement each other. When I direct
compassion toward my darkness, I realize why the dark was created in the first place – out of fear and separation.
This part of me is not evil or wrong, it is fractured and trying to
protect me.
Of course, the darkness has a convoluted,
irrational way of protecting.
This is where the light has much to teach. Our dark parts are
afraid and isolated, in need of direction and rational thought.
The ultimate protection is not fear, but love. Yet, fear can
sometimes persuade me to move solely into the shadows.
Gratefully, the light beckons me back with love. This is a
process of balancing the light and dark that gets easier and
more joyful with practice. As I practice, I feel more whole and
integrated with myself. Try to hold gratitude for both sides
without any self-judgment and offer compassion to yourself in
each moment.
We cannot truly experience joy without pain. We cannot
openly feel the expansiveness of love without having felt the
constriction of fear. When I sit in the darkness of color and
glow, I am illuminated. I am authentically myself. When I
practice standing in the balance of the whole, I feel the true
resiliency and power of connection within. Even in the midst
of my shadow, I am engulfed in light; I am immersed in love.
When I own my shadow and honor my light, the edges of my
dark glow.

www.drlisatempleton.com
Colorado –– USA
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Perfection can be so exhausting –– moreover,
so surreal. Dare to breathe in the goodness
of who you really are; then fearlessly move
forward in your life toward your highest
goals and potential. ~ Sibyl English

SUPPORTS THE POWER &
VOICE OF WOMEN.
THANK YOU.

COLOUR OUTSIDE THE LINES
Finding Your Way
By Kimberly Ross
Before my daughter passed away, I made a promise to her to taking care of my
health and to find my voice. This promise became my Why. Every time I faltered, I
would connect back to our conversation and see and feel her beautiful face urging
me on. It was enough to keep me going – at least in the beginning.
Have you ever attempted to make a big change in your life, whether that be for
health, a new relationship or brand new career path, only to find yourself derailed by
old patterns and ways of thinking? What begins with a hiss and a roar can quickly
loose traction when the shine wears off or bumps in the road start to appear.
Finding your Why is one of the most important things you could do. Your Why can
bring you back to an inner power that not only propels but also binds you like super
glue to your decision no matter the difficulties that arise - that is, if it is deep
enough, strong enough.
So many women base their decisions to make changes on external influences, from
the pages of glossy magazine advertising to trying to please our friends and
families. The conversation between a mother and her daughter who knows she is
going to leave the world, you would think, would be the most compelling reason of
all. However, two years into my journey, I found myself slipping into old thought
patterns. I realised that Danni wasn’t asking me to take care of myself for her, but for
what she saw about me, the value she held about me – values I had not fully given to
myself.
I read a story years ago about a man whose plane crashed in a remote part of the
Amazon jungle. Thoughts of his worried wife and family propelled him without food
or water for several days but it wasn’t enough. Desperate and close to death he saw
his own life, his love for his family and all that he still had left to do. It was a
profound connection to his own life that enabled him to trek hundreds of miles out
of the jungle and survive.
Your Why needs to connect you to the value you have for your own life. It's like
peeling the layers of an onion. You ask yourself Why and don’t stop at the first layer.
Keep going back and asking again and again until you feel yourself shift from a
good reason in your head to a feeling that resonates from inside. The more
resonate it can be inside what you cherish, believe and feel about your own life, the
the less likely you will be thrown off course when obstacles are confronting you.
I love helping others find a Why that moves, inspires and uplift them. Does your
Why bring you joy, hope and the courage to go on in tough times and is it strong
enough lift you to your feet!
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RE-EMPOWERING YOU AND YOUR LIFE!
Swings & Round-a-bouts of the Healing Journey
By Anne Barratt
Do you feel like you’re never going to achieve perfect health, wellbeing and balance in life?
You’ve heard about lots of different programs and modalities and seen lots of people’s
transformations on social media. But what about you? Why may things appear to be less than
easy for you to turnaround?
Many of us have been brought up to believe that our destination from A, is to B, however the reality is that life happens,
and it’s full of potholes, swings and round-a-bouts. You were happy, healthy and empowered once. So what went
wrong? What is blocking you from achieving your personal goals? Did you know the body is designed to heal itself?
We are all energy. It is energy vibrating at such a frequency that it holds all our cells together to create our physical
form from our skin, to our organs to our bones.
What starts in the mind, manifests in the body. Our thoughts determine how the body reacts to environmental factors.
We have the genetics, but the environment may be the trigger and our minds will affect how our body responds. We
have more control than many believe. The doorway to the mind body connection is the unconscious mind. The
unconscious mind is that part of our brain that activates our fight and flight mode. It has no logical processing, it just
acts. And it’s designed to serve and protect us and keep us safe.
Information is carried within the body in the form of electrical impulses that pass through nerve cells, or neurons.
Between any two neurons, there is a gap, or synapse. In order for impulses to travel along a continuous path of nerve
cells, something has to carry the impulses across the gaps. This essential task is performed by neurotransmitters, which
are chemicals that conduct electrical impulses across the synapses between nerve cells.
When neuro-transmitters were first discovered, scientists thought they were found only in the brain. Later it was
discovered that neuro-transmitters actually connect all neurons in the body, forming vast networks of ‘electrical circuits’.
More recently, quantum physics and quantum biology tell us that neuro-transmitters bathe every cell in the human
body. This knowledge is the key to the Mind/Body connection.
The health of the body is optimally a function of our unconscious. Once you recognize and attune with your inner
divine self by balancing your mind you have access to an infinite energy. Did you know that your true nature,
underneath all of your hopes, fears, thoughts, and feelings, is nothing but love and light?
Stop and think about where you have been out of balance in life, your thoughts, feelings, actions. Do you eat more
sweet than savoury, do you do more aerobic
activity than strength, are you always overthinking
things rather than connecting in with your heart.
Get back in touch with your inner child and enjoy
the ride. We chose this life for a reason. What
lessons have you not learned yet?
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CONNECT ON LINKEDIN

Both fate & faith brought you here!
DISCLAIMER
[ 1 ] We are well aware of the plethora and diversity of insights found inside
both of our magazine publications. This being the goal in fact. By providing
our readers with a multiplicity of notes and melodies from which to choose, we
are enabling and empowering them with the inspiration to thereby create,
design, establish and cultivate their own spiritual rhythm in which to dance!
[ 2 ] We value and respect the talent of artists and writers around the globe.
The earnest goal and positive intention, at all times, is to uplift, exalt and
showcase the beauty and wisdom of any item or entity found within the pages of
either of our magazines. If ever in oversight, there is a written or graphic item
anonymously displayed or shared and you happen to know the original artist,
please contact us right away and share that important information with us.
Doing this will allow us to immediately accredit their very important work.
[ 3 ] There’s a wide range of advertisement displayed within Sibyl Magazine,
Luminous Wisdom: Sophia and on the Sibella Publications website that link to
several of the writer’s private websites, blogs and/or social media sites. Any
website, advertisement or other entity extended to our reading audience is
simply information adding to each subscriber’s food for thought. We are not
responsible for any information shared or displayed on any 3 rd party website or
social media outlet.
[ 4 ] A Note to Incoming Writers –– We reserve the right not to publish or display
any ad, article, website or written material we feel is not in alignment with the
positive love and light energy the readers of Sibella Publications have grown
accustomed to receiving. Submission guidelines are strictly adhered to, and the
Editors and Designers always have final say on all items published. Thank you in
advance for understanding.
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Nothing real
can be threatened.
Nothing unreal exists.
Herein lies the
peace of God.
~ A Course in Miracles
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YOUR SUBSCRIPTION SUPPORTS THE POWER & VOICE OF WOMEN. THANK YOU.

Limited Time Offer | Don't Let This Amazing Offer Pass You By!
ONLY $155 for 2 LIFETIME Magazine Subscriptions. WOW!

SPEAKING TRUTH FROM THE SOUL
UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL
FROM OUR FOUNDER
Sibyl English, Founder & CEO
Sibella Circle International & Sibella Publications

• SIBYL Magazine: For the Spirit and Soul of Woman
• Luminous Wisdom: SOPHIA

Both fate and faith are real –––

In this very moment, as you are reading this text your heart is telling your mind that something different is
happening inside your soul … right now.
No worries! This happens quite often whenever one Spirit-light being meets or comes in contact with
another Spirit-light being.
Hi, my name is Sibyl English, the founder of Sibella Publications. I’ve been waiting on you, dear Sister. No
matter how far the physical distance between us, your spiritual arrival is cause for much excitement, and
your presence is felt in my soul. You can’t imagine the joy I feel in knowing your feminine journey has led
you to Sibella Publications, allowing our paths to meet and intersect for such a time as this.
As you open and begin to read through the pages of this heart-centered, mind-awakening magazine
publication, just know that you are in great company with some 70,000+ women in readership around the
world, and that each article is and was written with your spiritual wellbeing in mind.
Our hope is that as you read one article after another, you’ll soon say to yourself just as thousands of
women before you have said, “These are my kind of women, and I belong inside this dynamic circle of
feminine synergy.”
This is what we know for sure –– There’s a loving vibration and positive healing frequency in the world
today for those who have ears to hear and eyes to see what the soul is speaking to the heart. There’s no
better time than NOW to align with other powerful and strong women like yourself.
If you are a woman in alignment with ‘all things love and light’ –––
We welcome you to subscribe to one or both of our magazine publications, and begin receiving the
benefits of making a true Soul-star ConnectionSM with Sibella Publications and Sibella Circle International.
With love, light and joy always,

Sibyl English
Sibyl English, Founder & CEO
Sibella Publications (Main Website)
Sibella Circle “The Circle EXPO” - 2020
Sibella Circle International Writer’s Retreat

www.SibellaPublications.com
www.StepInsidetheCircle.com
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